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Studying the Effects of Stereo, Head
Tracking, and Field of Regard on a SmallScale Spatial Judgment Task
Eric D. Ragan, Regis Kopper, Philip Schuchardt, and Doug A. Bowman
Abstract—Spatial judgments are important for many real-world tasks in engineering and scientific visualization. While existing
research provides evidence that higher levels of display and interaction fidelity in virtual reality systems offer advantages for
spatial understanding, few investigations have focused on small-scale spatial judgments or employed experimental tasks similar
to those used in real-world applications. After an earlier study that considered a broad analysis of various spatial understanding
tasks, we present the results of a follow-up study focusing on small-scale spatial judgments. In this research, we independently
controlled field of regard, stereoscopy, and head-tracked rendering to study their effects on the performance of a task involving
precise spatial inspections of complex 3D structures. Measuring time and errors, we asked participants to distinguish between
structural gaps and intersections between components of 3D models designed to be similar to real underground cave systems.
The overall results suggest that the addition of the higher-fidelity system features support performance improvements in making
small-scale spatial judgments. Through analyses of the effects of individual system components, the experiment shows that
participants made significantly fewer errors with either an increased field of regard or with the addition of head-tracked
rendering. The results also indicate that participants performed significantly faster when the system provided the combination of
stereo and head-tracked rendering.
Index Terms— Artificial, augmented, and virtual realities; Graphical user interfaces.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Immersive virtual reality (VR) systems commonly provide advanced features such as stereoscopy, wide field of
view, and head-tracked view rendering. Compared to
standard desktop displays, immersive VR systems produce visual stimuli with a higher level of similarity to
real-world stimuli (we refer to this as the system’s level of
fidelity). Since immersive features support enhanced spatial cues, researchers often point to improved perception
and understanding of 3D spatial information as an example of the benefits of VR [e.g., 1, 2, 3]. For instance,
Chance, Gaunet, Beall, and Loomis [4] found that rotating
using physical head or body rotations (as enabled by
head tracking), as opposed to joystick-controlled rotation,
can improve the ability to maintain orientation and understanding spatial layout in a virtual environment (VE).
Other studies [1, 5] found that the addition of stereoscopy
and head tracking improved participant comprehension
of 3D graph structures.
Despite the evidence for the advantages of additional
spatial cues, relatively few applications take advantage of
immersive VR displays to support real-world tasks. One
obvious reason for the low number of real-world VR appli————————————————
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cations is the high cost associated with immersive displays.
But a VR system does not have to be viewed as either immersive or non-immersive; that is, individual immersive
features can be added to increase the overall level of VR fidelity. In this sense, rather than categorizing immersive and
non-immersive systems, the level of immersive fidelity can
be viewed along a multidimensional continuum, with different combinations of individual immersive features contributing to the overall level of fidelity [6]. These features
account for both the realism of the sensory stimuli output by
the display (i.e., display fidelity) and the realism of the interaction techniques that provide input to the virtual simulation
(i.e., interaction fidelity). Unlike subjective outcomes of immersive VR systems, such as engagement or presence (i.e., the
feeling of being in the simulated environment, rather than
merely working with a computer system [7]), the levels of
display and interaction fidelity objectively depend on the
display’s hardware and the supported methods of interaction [6, 8]. As such, studying how different immersive features affect performance both individually and in combination with other features can increase knowledge of how to
design VR systems to maximize performance while minimizing costs.
One challenge when applying the results of controlled
studies to real-world scenarios is that the experimental tasks
may not be similar to the types of real-world tasks that could
potentially benefit from improved spatial perception. While
numerous previous experiments have considered spatial
tasks involving navigation [e.g., 3, 4] or the general understanding of 3D structures [e.g., 9, 10], many real-world tasks
require high-precision, relative spatial judgments of specific
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structural sub-components. Rather than focusing solely on
spatial perception, our research investigates how a display’s
spatial cues affect the ability to judge positions and relationships among sub-components. Small-scale spatial judgments
require careful visual inspections of components that are
small relative to the scale of the environment, including
tasks such as precise size comparisons, the identification of
object intersections, or spatial projections. Such judgments
are important for many real-world tasks in engineering and
scientific visualization when it is necessary to determine
whether different objects are touching each other, whether
two paths will cross each other, or whether open spaces exist
between objects. Correctly making such judgments is important for collision analysis in architecture and construction, well path planning for oil and gas pipelines [11], design
drafting in engineering [12, 13], as well as certain types of
scientific visualization [e.g., 10, 14].
In this research, we studied the effects of several components of visual display fidelity and viewing interaction fidelity on small-scale spatial judgments with an experimental
task involving the identification of collisions and gaps in
complex underground cave systems. In an earlier experiment, we found that participants exhibited significantly better spatial understanding of underground cave systems
when the VR system provided more immersive viewing
(head-tracked view rendering, stereoscopy, and the additional surrounding screens) [15]. However, because this previous study only compared two conditions (low fidelity vs.
high fidelity), it was unable to determine how the individual
features affected spatial understanding. Extending this prior
research, we present a follow-up study that addresses this
limitation by independently controlling each immersive
component. This new investigation provides a deeper analysis of the effects of the system components than was possible
with the earlier approach, making it possible to generalize
the effects to multiple systems. Though our previous study
considered a broad analysis of various spatial understanding
tasks, our new study focuses on small-scale spatial judgments requiring close inspection of structural components.
The results suggest that higher levels of components of display and interaction fidelity—even individually—can increase both the speed and accuracy of collision and gap
identifications.

2 RELATED WORK
Our work builds upon the results of many previous studies of how various system characteristics affect spatial
understanding in VEs. Following a previous study that
evaluated the combined effects of stereoscopy, head
tracking, and field of regard on spatial understanding
tasks in underground cave systems, the study presented
in this paper evaluated the effects of these components
(both independently and combined) on tasks requiring
high-precision spatial judgments.

2.1 Fidelity in Immersive VR and Spatial Cues
We define display fidelity as the objective degree to which
the sensory stimuli produced by a system correspond to
real-world sensory stimuli [8]. Display fidelity is thus
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dependent on the display’s physical output, rather than
the realism of the virtual content. For example, in the real
world, we observe the world in stereo with a field of view
of approximately 180°. The closer a display is to matching
such levels from the real world, the higher the display
fidelity will be for these corresponding components. Different systems can have different levels of display fidelity
for different components. For example, a computer monitor might have a lower field of view than a large projected
display but the monitor could have higher spatial resolution.
We and others have previously used the term immersion to refer to display fidelity [7, 16], but we have found
that immersion can be ambiguous, since it is sometimes
used to describe engagement or the sense of presence in
another place. Thus, we opt for the use of display fidelity to
avoid such confusion.
Just as display fidelity describes the realism of a display’s sensory output, interaction fidelity describes the realism of the interaction methods used in a VR system as
compared to the actions used in an equivalent real-world
scenario [8]. For example, in the real world, we can physically turn in any direction to view more of our surroundings. If we can also physically turn to view more of a VE,
then the level of interaction fidelity for view control
would be higher than if we could only use mouse and
keyboard input to virtually turn. Note that interaction
fidelity is specific to the type of action. For the topic of
spatial perception, we are most concerned with viewing
interactions.
Immersive VR systems often support high visual display fidelity (e.g., stereo, high FOV) in conjunction with
high-fidelity viewing interactions (i.e., physical rotation,
head tracking). Both types of fidelity affect the realism of
the viewing experience and the perception of 3D space.
Head tracking, for example, allows users to use natural,
physical head and body movements to control motion
parallax—a change in the visual location as a result of a
change in the viewer’s location [17]. Because objects or
surfaces that are further away move more slowly across
the visual field than those that are closer to the viewer,
such movements can help the user to distinguish among
objects at different distances [13-14]. Motion parallax can
also help viewers judge 3D depths [18] and object orientations [17].
VR systems also often support stereoscopy, which presents slightly different imagery to each eye based on the
distance between the eyes. Binocular disparity allows
viewers to merge the two images and use the difference
to gauge depth information [19]. Just as this aids spatial
perception of physical objects in the real world, stereoscopy can help with the spatial processing of virtual objects [e.g., 1, 5]. However, stereoscopy is not perfect, and
can also introduce new forms of eye strain [20]. For example, while stereoscopy allows eye convergence on an
object, it does not change the distance of the physical display, so it does not support normal eye accommodation
for the virtual imagery [21]. Thus, while some display
features have the potential to improve spatial perception,
empirical studies are needed to assess their value in VEs.
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The perception of 3D depth and shape are improved
when multiple depth cues are present concurrently, as in
immersive VR. Well-documented cue integration effects
include improved 3D shape perception from the combination of stereo (binocular disparity) and motion cues [22,
23], visual texture motion cues [24], and for stereo, shape
outline and texture cues [25]. The effects of depth cue integration extend beyond 3D shape perception to include
more basic phenomena such as the perception of surface
slant [26], with some researchers going so far as to posit
that stereo and motion cues are intrinsically interdependent in the visual system [27]. The behavioral evidence for
depth cue integration has been supported by single-unit
neurophysiology studies in macaques. Parietal neurons
selective for 3D surface orientation [28-30] and for 3D
shape features [31] have been found to respond similarly
to multiple kinds of depth cues, including stereo [29-32],
texture [30, 31] and monocular perspective cues [28, 31].
Notably, individual neurons were also found that responded selectively only when multiple different depth
cues occurred simultaneously [29]. Since VR displays often afford multiple depth cues and make cue integration
possible, these findings support the idea that stereo and
head tracking will influence performance on spatial tasks
in VR. However, controlled studies are needed to show
which cues and combinations of cues affect performance
on particular tasks, and how large these effects are.

2.2 Spatial Understanding in VR
Many studies have partially addressed this need by investigating how the components of immersive systems affect
different types of spatial understanding in VR. Spatial
understanding is important for various tasks that require
the interpretation and understanding of spatial information. For example, navigating a VE requires
knowledge of an environmental layout and maintenance
of self-orientation. Pausch, Proffitt, and Williams [33]
studied the effects of head tracking on a search task within the space surrounding the user. Comparing conditions
using either a head-tracked HMD (head-mounted display) or an HMD with a hand-held input device, the researchers found that head tracking helped participants to
more quickly determine when a target item was not in the
environment. These results suggest that participants were
able to develop better mental models of the 3D environment, allowing more efficient search strategies. Studying
navigation and wayfinding using HMDs, previous studies also contributed evidence that the addition of head
tracking can help users maintain orientation and better
understand the overall spatial layout of a VE [4, 34].
As an example of another type of a task involving spatial
understanding, the exploration and interpretation of abstract, 3D information requires understanding positions and
recognizing patterns in a data set. In a controlled experiment, Arns, Cook, and Cruz-Neira [35] compared performance differences between an CAVE-type system (having
relatively high display and interaction fidelity) and a desktop display (providing lower fidelity) for a statistical visualization task involving the identification of structures in data.
Their study found faster performance with the high-fidelity
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setup, which provided stereoscopic imagery on four large
projection screens (three walls and a floor). It can be interpreted that the additional spatial cues provided advantages
in perceiving and navigating the 3D visualizations. In similar work, Raja, Bowman, Lucas, and North [36] studied the
effects of individual display components on abstract information visualization, controlling the number of display
walls and the use of head-tracked rendering. In this experiment, participants tried to determine minimum data values,
identify possible outliers, and recognize patterns in a data
set. The resulting trends found in the study suggested that
the additional higher-fidelity display components were
helping participants maintain their orientations within the
VE and complete their tasks more quickly.
Other research has also shown that higher levels of visual
fidelity can help viewers gain an overall understanding of
the shape of 3D structures. For example, Barfield, Hendrix,
and Bystrom [9] provided results showing that the addition
of either stereo or head tracking (or both) to a desktop display helped participants to better understand the shape of a
bent wire structure, though the results were not statistically
significant.
Studying the effects of display components through
the same approach as we used, Laha et al. [37] independently controlled head tracking, stereo, and FOR (field
of regard—the range of the VE that can be viewed with
physical rotation) in a CAVE-type display. Studying performance differences on feature searches and general
structural understanding for volume data visualization,
the researchers found benefits for the enhanced versions
of each of the display components. While these results do
provide some backing for the hypotheses of our study,
the emphasis on volume data visualization and visual
search make it difficult to apply the results to tasks involving precise, small-scale spatial judgments.

2.3 Precise Spatial Judgments in VR
While a large number of studies have investigated spatial
understanding in VR, fewer studies have focused on spatial
judgment tasks that require precise visual inspections and
comparisons. Prabhat et al. [10] presented a study using an
information visualization task involving not only comparing
structures and identifying key features, but also identifying
object intersections. Based on a task involving volumetric
biological data, this study compared a standard desktop
system with no tracking or stereoscopy, a “fish tank VR”
system using a desktop monitor with stereoscopy and head
tracking, and a CAVE-type system (with three walls and a
floor) with stereoscopy and head tracking. Again, the results
suggested improvements in task performance due to the
addition of higher-fidelity system components. The comparison of the fish tank setup to the CAVE-type setup allowed
the researchers to evaluate performance differences due to
an increased FOV (field of view) and FOR provided by multiple large screens. In the tasks of this study, the enhanced
spatial cues helped participants to more easily explore the
visualizations and gain a better understanding of individual
features and overall composition. However, this work did
not focus on analyzing the results specifically for small-scale
spatial judgment tasks. Additionally, because the experi-
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ment compared separate display systems and input devices,
many factors prevented clearly determining which display
components caused performance differences.
Comparing task completion times between participants
using an immersive CAVE-like system and those using a
desktop computer system, Gruchalla [11] found significant
speed improvements for the task of planning paths for oil
wells. In this study, the more immersive condition provided
stereo and head-tracked viewing, and used a tracked wand
for navigation and direct pointing. The desktop version of
the application used a stereoscopic computer monitor with a
mouse, keyboard, and virtual widgets to support interaction.
While this task required judgments of small-scale spatial
features, it was not possible to specifically determine what
differences in display or interaction techniques caused the
performance differences between the two conditions.
Several studies have employed spatial understanding
tasks that require participants to visually trace paths within
3D graph structures [1, 5]. While this type of task may require small-scale spatial judgments to distinguish between
paths in some places, understanding the general 3D structure of the graph would be expected to be the primary indicator allowing viewers to trace a path through the graph.
Several studies employing such a path-tracking path investigated the effects of adding stereo and head tracking to a
desktop display [1, 5]. Overall, the results suggest performance improvements due to the addition of either stereo or
head tracking, with the best performance achieved with the
combination of both stereo and head tracking. Additionally,
finding no significant differences between head-tracked motion cues and hand-controlled motion, Ware and Franck [1]
concluded that simply having any type of motion cues—not
necessarily just through head-tracked viewing—is enough to
improve performance in this type of path-tracing task.
Combined with our previous study [15], these past experiments helped us to focus our new study. While previous
research has shown advantages for spatial understanding
due to increased levels of display and interaction fidelity,
few studies have focused on small-scale spatial judgments or
employed experimental tasks similar to those used in realworld applications. Additionally, few previous studies have
been able to independently control different components of
display and interaction fidelity in order to determine both
their individual and combined effects.

2.4 Prior Experiment on Spatial Understanding
The study presented in this paper is an extensive followup study to an earlier experiment, in which we investigated spatial understanding of underground cave systems [15]. The previous study compared performance on
several spatial understanding tasks between two conditions with varying levels of fidelity. The high-fidelity system provided head-tracked viewing and stereoscopy
within a CAVE with three walls and a floor, while the
low-fidelity condition only used a single wall of the
CAVE without stereo or head tracking. The display condition was varied between subjects, so each participant
either used the high-fidelity or the low-fidelity display
setup. Both conditions also allowed participants to use a
wand joystick to translate or rotate the virtual world.
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Participants performed a variety of spatial understanding
tasks involving the inspection of virtual models of complex,
underground cave systems. The 3D models were created
based on cave survey data from a real cave. Fig. 1 shows an
example of a cave model used for the experimental task.
After a training session with a practice model, participants
completed a set of tasks, in which they were asked to answer
questions about the cave model while they navigated the
VE. The spatial understanding tasks included searches for
key spatial features, comparisons of relative feature measurements, and absolute measurements of spatial features of
the cave model. Task performance was measured based on
both time and accuracy.
The analysis of the results showed that the high-fidelity
condition supported significantly better performance for
both time and accuracy. Additionally, analysis of specific
tasks revealed an interaction between the task and the level
of fidelity, showing that the effects of the level of display
fidelity varied based on the specifics of the spatial understanding task. For example, higher fidelity improved both
time and accuracy for certain tasks involving searches for
small spatial features (such as identifying connections between portions of the cave or locating pits on the cave floor),
but had no significant effect on either metric for certain questions involving measurements of distances or angles. Thus,
for the study presented here, we decided on a spatial judgment task involving small-scale features because of the interesting interaction results of the previous study, as well as
its relevance to real-world engineering and scientific visualization tasks.

Fig. 1. An example of a 3D cave model used in the previous
experiment [15].
While the experimental display conditions of the previous study varied in terms of stereoscopy, head tracking, and
FOR, it was not possible to accurately determine which display components (or combinations of components) affected
performance. Understanding the effects of individual display features is essential for optimizing systems while observing cost and space constraints. This is also important for
generalizing the effects for other applications, and makes it
possible to organize the results within the scope of other
work that studies the effects of individual components of
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display and interaction fidelity.
In the research presented in this paper, we control these
components independently to study their effects on the performance of a task requiring spatial judgments of small-scale
regions of a 3D structure. Though previous projects have
studied the effects of these features in spatial understanding
tasks [e.g., 1, 10, 15], our work is novel in that we independently controlled all three components and focus on
small-scale spatial judgments. This led to a much larger and
more in-depth study than the previous experiment.

3 EXPERIMENT
We conducted a controlled experiment to study the effects of stereoscopy, head tracking, and FOR on performance of a spatial understanding task requiring spatial
judgments of small-scale structural features. The results
show that either increased FOR or the addition of headtracked rendering was enough to significantly improve
judgment accuracy, and the combination of both stereo
and head tracking significantly increased completion
speed.

3.1 Hypotheses
We hypothesized that stereoscopy, head tracking, and
increased FOR would improve performance on smallscale spatial judgment tasks. Stereoscopy provides the
additional spatial cue of binocular disparity, making it
easier to perceive spatial depths at close distances. Head
tracking enables the user to change the view point using
familiar physical movements (e.g., walking, leaning,
crouching, or turning) to use motion parallax cues to understand 3D structures. Previous studies have found evidence that stereoscopy and head-tracked viewing can
improve spatial understanding [e.g., 1, 11, 34]. Our study
looked at whether similar effects are observed for smallscale spatial judgments. Also, compared to either head
tracking or stereoscopy alone, we hypothesized better
performance with both, as observed by Ware [5].
Increased FOR increases the amount of the VE that can be
viewed with physical, bodily rotations. We expected this
would make it easier to maintain understanding of position
and orientation within the VE, helping users to improve
performance.
The combination of stereoscopy, head tracking, and increased FOR afford users the opportunity to bring the virtual
3D model (or at least its smaller structural subcomponents)
into the physical workspace of the CAVE, and walk around
it to examine it from different sides (corresponding to the
four screens of the CAVE). Thus, much less virtual navigation is needed with this higher level of viewing interaction
fidelity, and users can take advantage of strong visual and
proprioceptive cues to increase spatial understanding. None
of the conditions with lower overall fidelity (which lack stereoscopy, head tracking, and/or increased FOR) afford this
same level of “natural” viewing of the 3D model. Therefore,
we hypothesized that we would find a three-way interaction
among these variables, with the best performance at the
highest overall level of fidelity.
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3.2 Task
For the experimental task, participants inspected virtual
3D models of complex, underground cave structures.
Eleven similar models were created based on a real cavemaze layout (a structural layout of multiple intersecting
pathways). For each model, the structure was designed
with four horizontal layers of interconnecting cave tubes
(see Fig. 2). These horizontal layers of networking tubes
were connected by several vertical tube paths. For each
experimental trial, participants inspected the cave structures and counted the number of vertical tubes that connected the horizontal layers. The models also included
vertical tubes that did not connect between levels. The
presence of these tubes complicated the task; careful inspection was required in order to determine whether or
not a vertical tube actually connected horizontal levels.
Fig 3 shows an example of a gap between the end of vertical tube and the horizontal level.

Fig. 2. An example of an entire cave-system structure used in the experiment, as viewed from the side. This side view shows four horizontal
levels, connected by vertical tubes

Fig. 3. A view of the cave-system structure as viewed from inside
the model. An example of small gap between a vertical tube and a
horizontal level of tubes is circled

Because participants were able to control their navigation
(see the Experimental Design section for details), they were
able to view the structures and intersections from varying
distances and viewpoints. Consequently, objects’ visual sizes
varied based on virtual movement. Navigation made it possible for participants to move closer or farther away to
change the visual size of the tubes and gaps. Participants
were allowed to navigate freely to achieve what they felt
were the most advantageous viewing locations.
The structure models were smooth-shaded and colored
according to elevation, making each horizontal tube layer a
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consistent color. The vertical tubes between horizontal layers
were colored with a gradient between the colors of its two
enclosing horizontal layers. Participants viewed the structure against a white background. Model dimensions were
designed with approximately a 3:1:3 ratio for x:y:z (with y
being the vertical dimension). The models were scaled to
roughly fit entirely inside the CAVE’s 10’ by 10’ horizontal
display space.
The tube-structure models were designed to exhibit approximately equal levels of structural complexity. All structures included 15 vertical tubes. In each model, some of these 15 tubes (between three and 12) made connections between the horizontal levels, while others did not (see Fig. 3).
One of the models was used for the training session and the
other ten were used for the experiment trials. All participants viewed the models in the same order.
Participants reported the number of connections verbally,
with time and the number of errors recorded as performance
metrics. This task involved three stages: visual search for a
potential gap location, navigation to view the potential gap
location from an advantageous viewpoint, and judgment of
whether a gap was present or not. We refer to the overall
task as a small-scale spatial judgment, however, because
success or failure of the task depended on the correctness of
the judgment. We do not imply that stereoscopy, head tracking, and FOR affect only the final judgment stage of the task.
These components could affect navigation and, to some extent, visual search as well (e.g., head tracking could improve
the effectiveness of short-range navigation). We were therefore looking for the effects of these components on the overall task of making small-scale spatial judgments.
We expected, however, that most of the effects would be
due to the users’ ability to perceive the gaps or lack thereof
from close range. The intersections or gaps between structural components were relatively small in comparison to the
rest of the structure, making judgments difficult. Though
participants had to navigate through the VE to view each
small-scale potential collision point, this navigation was relatively easy and always required virtual translation (using a
joystick, as explained in section 3.4). On the other hand,
judging potential intersections was difficult and required
up-close spatial inspections.

3.3 Participants
Fifty-two volunteers (39 male, 13 female) participated in
the experiment. Participant ages ranged from 18 to 68,
with 68% of participants younger than 30 years of age.
The mean age was 27.5 and the median was 21.5 years.
3.4 Apparatus
Participants viewed the 3D structures within a fourscreen CAVE projection display using 1280x1024 Electrohome CRT projectors. The CAVE display consisted of
three rear-projected walls measuring 10’ wide and 9’ high
and a front-projected floor measuring 10’ by 10’. Stereoscopic viewing was possible through active shutter glasses.
Participants used an InterSense tracked six degree-offreedom wand with a joystick for navigation. Participants
could point the wand in the direction they wished to
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travel and push the joystick forward or backward in order
to move in the desired direction. Additionally, participants could rotate the virtual world along the vertical axis
by moving the joystick to the left or the right. Navigation
was not restricted by collisions with the tube structures;
participants were free to navigate through the 3D model.
Regardless of condition or positioning in the virtual
space, the system’s frame rate remained at approximately
60 fps.

3.5 Experimental Design
Stereoscopy, head tracking, and FOR were each varied by
two levels, each in a between subjects design. This provided a 2x2x2 design with a total of eight experimental
groups.
FOR was varied by two levels: high and low. In the low
FOR conditions, the test application only used the CAVE’s
front wall, providing a 90 degree horizontal FOR and a 90
degree vertical FOR. The high FOR conditions used all four
of the CAVE’s screens (three walls and the floor), providing
a horizontal FOR of 270 degrees and a vertical FOR of 180
degrees. We note that these measurements of FOR are approximate, as the exact FOR can vary with physical translation within the VE and the walls of the CAVE were not perfect squares.
Stereoscopy was varied by two levels: stereoscopic and
monoscopic rendering. Active shutter glasses enabled stereoscopic viewing. In order to maintain consistent brightness
and field of view among all conditions, all participants (regardless of condition) wore the shutter glasses. The shutter
glasses limited FOV to approximately 100 degrees.
Two levels of head tracking were also controlled: headtracked or not head-tracked. The shutter glasses were
tracked to allow head-tracked rendering of the 3D structures, allowing participants to use physical bodily movements (as is possible in the real world) to adjust the view of
the model. Note that controlling head tracking as an independent variable did not preclude the use of motion cues for
the spatial judgment task because participants in all conditions were able to use the wand’s joystick for navigation.
Thus, this experiment tested for performance differences
based on the supported method of view control, rather than
the presence or absence of motion cues.
3.6 Procedure
Participants were introduced to the CAVE environment,
taught how to use the wand to navigate through the VE,
and briefed on the immersive features provided in the
condition. For participants in the head-tracked conditions,
this introductory period included explicit instruction of
how physical movements (i.e., walking, leaning, crouching, turning) could be used to change the point of view.
After the familiarity session, the experimenter then explained the task with the aid of an example cavestructure. The experimenter pointed out examples of vertical tubes that connected horizontal levels and of those
that did not, and explained the goal of determining the
number of connection tubes as quickly as possible without sacrificing accuracy.
Following this explanation, all participants completed a
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practice task using the example structure model. After
providing their responses, the experimenter informed the
participants of the correct number of connections and
showed participants their locations in the structure. After the
practice task, participants completed ten trials (all in the
same experimental condition, per the between-subjects design). For each trial, participants verbally reported the number of tube connections. The experimenter instructed participants to complete each trial as quickly as possible without
sacrificing accuracy. For these ten trials, the experimenter
provided no additional feedback regarding performance.

3.6 Results
The collected trial data contained several outlier trials
with exceptionally high error levels. Before analysis, we
removed trials with error values beyond three standard
deviations from the mean, removing 1.5% of all trials. Outliers were distributed among conditions. After
outlier removal, the remaining errors and times were averaged to generate the performance metrics for each participant. Because each participant performed ten trials
and had at most two outlier trials removed, outlier handling did not remove any complete conditions or eliminate any participants.
Average error values for all conditions are summarized in Table 1. The condition with high FOR, head
tracking, and stereo had the overall lowest average error.
Table 2 presents average task times for all conditions.
Note that the conditions with head tracking and stereo
had by far the best average times.
The data met the assumptions of ANOVA (analysis of
variance) testing for statistical analysis. Shapiro-Wilk tests
of normality suggested that both time and error data were
normally distributed, and the results of Levene’s tests
showed homogeneity of variance across conditions for
both metrics. Participants’ metrics were independent, as
study sessions were conducted individually with a between-subjects design.
We analyzed the error data with an independent factorial ANOVA to test for differences due to FOR, stereo,
and head tracking, as we for interactions. There was a
significant main effect of head tracking on task errors,
with F(1, 44) = 4.54 and p < 0.05. The number of errors
with head tracking (M = 0.66, SD = 0.38) was significantly
less than the number of errors without head tracking (M =
0.87, SD = 0.39). The test also indicated a significant main
effect of FOR on errors, with F(1, 44) = 8.95 and p < 0.01.
Significantly fewer errors were made in the high FOR
conditions (M = 0.61, SD = 0.37) than in the low FOR conditions (M = 0.92, SD = 0.37). These results support our
hypotheses of the effects of FOR and head tracking on
performance. Either increasing FOR or adding headtracked viewing was enough to improve performance,
significantly reducing errors in the spatial judgment task.
No significant effects on task errors was found for stereo, with F(1, 44) = 0.44 and p = 0.51. No significant interactions were found for errors, with F(1, 44) = 1.43 and p =
0.24 for the interaction between head tracking and stereo,
F(1, 44) = 1.89 and p = 0.18 for the interaction between
FOR and head tracking, F(1, 44) = 0.07 and p = 0.80 for the
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interaction between stereo and FOR, and F(1, 44) = 0.93
and p = 0.34 for the interaction among all three components.
We also tested for effects on task time with an independent factorial ANOVA. There was a significant main
effect of head tracking on time, with F(1, 44) = 9.15 and p
< 0.01. We also found a significant main effect of stereo on
time, with F(1, 44) = 7.73 and p < 0.01. The analysis also
revealed a significant interaction between head tracking
and stereo, with F(1, 44) = 5.43 and p < 0.05, which explained the significant effects of these components indiTABLE 1
Mean Errors

Lower numbers indicate better performance than higher numbers. Both head
tracking and higher FOR caused significantly fewer errors. Also note that
the condition with high FOR, head tracking, and stereo had the overall
lowest average error (though interactions were not statistically significant).

TABLE 2
Mean Task Times

Lower numbers indicate better performance than higher numbers. Note that
the conditions with head tracking and stereo had significantly faster average
times than the other six conditions

Fig. 4. Significant interaction between head tracking and stereo for
task completion times. Stereoscopy and head tracking support
significant speed increases when used together, but provide little
benefit individually.

vidually. Fig. 4 shows this interaction. A post-hoc Tukey
HSD analysis showed that the combination of stereo with
head tracking allowed significantly faster performance
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than other conditions. This interaction suggests that the
addition of either stereo or head tracking individually
provided little benefit for performance speed, but a much
greater improvement was achieved when both were used
together. These results support our hypothesis that the
combination of both stereo and head tracking support
better performance than either individually, but we reject
the hypothesis that stereo alone is enough to improve
performance when making small-scale spatial judgments.
We found no significant effect of FOR on task time,
with F(1, 44) = 0.24 and p = 0.88. Interaction effects were
not significant between FOR and head tracking for time,
with F(1, 44) = 0.02 and p = 0.89, nor between FOR and
stereo, with F(1, 44) = 0.34 and p = 0.56. There was also
no significant interaction among all three components for
time, with F(1, 44) = 0.02 and p = 0.89, so we reject the
hypothesis of a three-way interaction.

4 DISCUSSION
Overall, the results do suggest that the addition of the
higher-fidelity display features support performance improvements in distinguishing between structural gaps
and intersections. The condition with the highest level of
overall fidelity, having high FOR, head tracking, and stereo, had the fewest errors among all conditions. Further,
by individually controlling each of these features, we are
able to further dissect their effects.

4.1 Interpreting the Effects of Display Components
From a practical standpoint, the results of this experiment
suggest that either increasing the FOR of a display or enabling both head tracking and stereo can improve a user’s
ability to identify gaps and collisions. By considering how
different combinations of display components correspond
to actual real-world types of displays, it is possible to
generalize the results of this experiment to other systems.
While high FOR, head tracking, and stereo were supported in a CAVE for this study, similar features could also be
supported in a stereo-enabled HMD with head-tracked
rendering. Of course, this is not a perfect comparison, as
HMDs are different from CAVE-type displays in other
ways. For example, the distance from the display screen
to the eye, latency in updating the display with physical
head rotation, or the weight on the head all vary between
HMDs and CAVE-type displays. Still, the experimental
results demonstrate that increasing the levels of fidelity
for these components can positively affect performance,
and these results should be taken into consideration when
selecting a display for a particular purpose.
As both HMDs and large-screen displays can allow a
higher level of fidelity than is supported by a standard
computer monitor, the results of our experiment provide
evidence that either of these more immersive displays
could provide benefits for small-scale spatial judgment
tasks. Through a greater understanding of how different
system features affect task performance both individually
and in combination with other components, it becomes
possible to design VR systems that provide the best ratio
of benefit to cost. For example, high FOR allows users to
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use physical head or body rotations to view virtual content. In VR systems, the FOR is affected by the number of
display screens surrounding a user or orientation tracking
on an HMD. The experiment showed that increasing the
FOR significantly reduced errors in a surround-screen
display. This result suggests that the ability to physically
rotate to control the view of the VE is important to
achieve accurate high-precision spatial judgments. This
result is consistent with previous studies that have found
evidence that physical rotation makes it easier for participants to maintain orientation in the environment [4, 34].
We believe that improved orientation and easier view
control allowed for a more thorough inspection of the
structure, decreasing task errors. We suspect that the additional display screens made it easier to judge structures
quickly and easily from different angles or from different
viewpoints. Having a larger display surface reduced the
amount of precision needed with virtual movement from
the joystick, since larger virtual movements could be
made while still keeping the structure visible within the
display area.
The addition of head-tracked view control allowed users to adjust the rendering based on the perspective of
their actual head locations. We believe that it was the positional head tracking (rather than the rotational tracking)
that provided the greatest benefits for the small-scale spatial judgment task. Positional head-tracked rendering allowed users to physically walk, lean, or crouch to adjust
the view of the structures, significantly reducing errors.
This effect cannot be attributed to the addition of motion
cues alone because participants in all conditions were able
to move with joystick navigation. Rather, this result was
due to the additional method of view control provided.
We believe that head tracking improved performance by
allowing participants to use the same types of physical
movements as used in everyday life to control viewing
and achieve motion parallax, allowing an easier and more
intuitive spatial investigation. This familiar, physical
method of view control may have reduced mental workload by relieving the attention to wand and joystick operations necessary to control viewing.
The time results also showed that head tracking was
able to help reduce task completion times, but only when
coupled with stereo. The interaction effect between stereo
and head tracking also shows that stereo did not provide
significant speed benefits without the use of head-tracked
viewing. This suggests that depth cues from both stereo
and head-tracked viewing were needed to quickly make
the difficult depth judgments required in the experimental task. This result demonstrates the importance of
having multiple depth cues—in this case, the binocular
disparity provided by stereo and the motion parallax
from head tracking—for efficient spatial processing. Considering the significant effect of head tracking on task
errors, the results indicate that participants were able to
make small-scale spatial judgments accurately using head
tracking without stereo. However, participants could not
make these accurate judgments more quickly, as they
needed to spend time moving around the potential collision area in order to find an effective point of view (such
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as that shown in Fig. 3). We suspect that the addition of
binocular disparity provided by stereoscopy helped to
reduce the amount of movement necessary to make accurate judgments, improving performance times.

4.2 Comparisons to Previous Work
While this study reveals benefits of increased display and
interaction fidelity for one type of spatial understanding
task (spatial judgments of small-scale spatial features), it
is important to note that it is not guaranteed that any type
of spatial task will be affected by the system’s FOR, stereo, and head-tracked rendering. For instance, consider
the observed effect of head tracking in our study, in
which the addition of head tracking to standard wandbased flying significantly decreased task errors. It is interesting to note how this result differs from that of a previous study by Ware and Franck [1], in which it was observed that the method of controlling motion cues (headtracked or hand-controlled) made no significant difference in tracing paths in 3D node graphs. The task of that
study, however, probably had less emphasis on highprecision spatial judgments. Performance on the pathfollowing task was probably more dependent on the ability to correctly perceive graph shapes and distinguish
between separate components of the 3D structures. In
contrast, in the task of our study, the components of the
structure (that is, the vertical and horizontal tubes) could
be easily perceived. The challenge in our task was identifying collisions or gaps between the components. Thus, in
our task, motion parallax may have been more important
for distinguishing between structural components. The
results suggest that head tracking helped participants to
more easily control these motion cues and interpret their
meaning for spatial objects.
As another example, Barfield, Hendrix, and Bystrom
[9] studied the effects of head tracking and stereo on the
ability to understand the overall shape of 3D bent-wire
structures, but found no significant performance differences. This study involved a 3D-to-2D projection task,
requiring participants to select the correct 2D sketch of
the wire that corresponded to the 3D structure. The researchers did observe the worst overall performance in
conditions with neither head tracking nor stereo, and
their results did show performance gains from the addition of head tracking or stereo, but these findings were
not statistically significant. They hypothesized that structures may have been too simple for viewers to benefit
from the additional spatial cues. They also posited that
the projection task may have been too difficult to observe
significant performance differences. This example
demonstrates that increasing display or viewing interaction fidelity may not necessarily improve performance
just because the task is spatial in nature. Specifics of the
type of spatial task, the level of complexity of the spatial
structures, or the degree of task difficulty could certainly
affect the results. We saw this in our earlier study [15], in
which the higher levels of display and viewing interaction fidelity significantly improved performance on some
spatial tasks, but not others.
Specifically, our previous study [15] did not detect any
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performance benefits of the high-fidelity condition (stereo, 270° horizontal FOR, and head tracking) over the
low-fidelity condition (no stereo, 90° horizontal FOR, and
no head tracking) for a few spatial understanding tasks,
including 3D projection and simple feature search. In contrast to the difficult projection task in the study by Barfield, Hendrix, and Bystrom [9], this projection task may
have been too simple to be affected by the display components [15]. The feature search tasks, which involved
judgments about relatively large portions of the 3D structure, were also relatively simple. Consequently, it was
easy to investigate the large or overall structural features
even without the additional spatial cues provided by the
high-fidelity condition.
The high-fidelity condition did evoke significantly better performance for three spatial understanding tasks:
collision search and identification, small feature searching, and relative size comparisons [15]. The collision identification task was somewhat similar to the task of the
study presented in this paper, involving the identification
of colliding structures; however, the task in the previous
study was much more dependent on searching for potential collisions before making the spatial judgments. In the
new study, the more organized tube structure made the
searching trivial, thus shifting the focus to making spatial
judgments. At any rate, the results of the previous study
for this task do agree with those of our newer study.
Higher fidelity also improved performance searching
for small structural details (pits in the cave environment)
in the prior study. Since the task was primarily concerned
with spatial search, we hypothesize that the increased
FOR helped scanning efficiency by allowing physical rotation, and that both stereo and head tracking made it
easier to identify spatial features of interest. Significant
performance benefits were also found for relative size and
distance comparisons, in which participants were required to compare the sizes of components of the 3D
model or to determine the shortest path through the cave
from one point to another. We suspect that these tasks
benefited from increased FOR and head tracking for
quick and efficient view control, which would make it
easier to compare structures and inspect the spatial layout. Stereo could also be especially useful in conjunction
with head tracking to improve spatial perception during
these comparisons. Though combined benefits were observed, further research with independent control of the
system components would be needed to test these hypotheses—just as we did with the focused analysis of the
effects of FOR, stereo, and head tracking on collision
identification tasks in our new study.

4.3 Perceptual Cues and Spatial Tasks
With the results that we currently have from our work
(this study and Schuchardt and Bowman [15]) and that of
others [e.g., 1, 9, 10], we can say that the effects of immersive VR technology appear to be more noticeable when
the spatial judgment tasks involve precise and careful
inspections, rather than overall or larger-scale shape
analyses, which can many times be performed without
the need for enhanced spatial cues.
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This conclusion also agrees with what we know of the
benefits of individual system features. For instance, because a high FOR supports natural view rotation through
physical turning, it seems obvious that spatial tasks will
benefit more when the viewpoint is within objects or
structures. In these cases, in which the spatial structure
takes on a larger scale relative to the user, the advantages
of easy and efficient rotation is certainly greater than in
situations where the majority of the spatial content can be
viewed within a limited FOV.
We can also consider what we know about stereoscopy
and motion parallax in our interpretation of the types of
tasks and spatial inspections that might greater benefit
from more immersive displays. While research has provided evidence that binocular disparity can enable improved distance perception for distances as far as 40 meters away [38], the usefulness of stereo for practical spatial tasks is generally limited to 10 meters, and is best
within one meter [39]. It follows, then, that stereo would
be most helpful for close-range spatial inspection tasks
(which our task was, as participants moved up close to
potential collision areas in order to make judgments).
Of course, since head tracking complements stereo for
the combined benefits of both motion parallax and more
realistic retinal disparity from the stereo [1, 5], the addition of motion parallax would also be useful for close
range tasks. Additionally, because motion parallax alone
is useful for judging object positions in larger areas [39],
head tracking could still provide benefits for spatial understanding tasks in larger environments or with larger
structures. However, since other types of motion besides
head tracking can also enable motion parallax, it is not
certain that head tracking would definitely provide benefits in any situation. Thus, system designers should consider the specifics of the task (in addition to the scale of
the spatial structures and the complexity of the structure
layout) when selecting a display.

4.4 Task Specificity and Generalization
Though task dependence is always an issue when interpreting experimental results, since the inspection task in
our experiment is common in many domains, our results
can be generalized to a variety of applications. As we
previously described, our spatial judgment task focused
on high-precision inspections of specific spatial features.
The task required participants to first identify potential
collision areas for static tube structures and then to decide
whether or not the structures were touching or intersecting each other. This type of spatial inspection task is important for real-world applications. For example, in architecture and construction, visualizations are used to help
plan plumbing, electrical wiring, and structural components while avoiding collisions or intersections [13]. Judging gaps and intersections would also be important when
using virtual environments for structural design [e.g., 12,
40, 41]. In visualizations for oil well-path planning, similar spatial judgments are used to prevent collisions [11].
As another example, scientists identify model intersections and tight spaces when working to better understand
complex protein structures through immersive scientific
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visualizations [14].
While the type of difficult, small-scale spatial judgments that we focused on in our study help make our
experimental results somewhat generalizable, application
domains would certainly be interested in other types of
spatial understanding as well. We note that results could
still vary for other types of spatial judgments (e.g., size
comparisons or spatial projections), and additional research on other spatial tasks is needed to know for sure.
Further research is also needed into how characteristics of the structures themselves influence the effects of
the display components. For instance, perhaps the benefits of increased levels of fidelity could be more pronounced with complicated structures with many intricate
spatial cavities and protrusions, but more simplistic structures could be perceived and understood well enough
with lower levels of fidelity. Similarly, it could be that the
effects for regions that are densely packed with spatial
structures would be different from shapes with more
open spaces. The types of curvature or sharpness of angles within the structure could also be characteristics of
interest. Are smoother, more organic structures affected
by varying fidelity differently than objects with a higher
frequency of right angles and straight edges? While the
structures of the presented study were based on underground cave systems, the models were much more regular than those of the previous study [15]. The structures in
this study were clearly divided into separate horizontal
levels and intersections between pathways were always
close to 90 degrees (see Fig. 2). In contrast, the models of
the previous study [15] had greater variety in angles and
shapes of their structural components (see Fig. 1).

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While many controlled studies have investigated different
types of spatial understanding tasks, it is still important
to consider the effects of system characteristics on specific
tasks relevant to real-world applications. In this research,
we independently controlled FOR, stereoscopy, and
head-tracked rendering to study their effects on the performance of a task involving small-scale spatial inspections of 3D structures. Measuring time and errors, we
asked participants to distinguish between structural gaps
and intersections between components of a model that
was designed based on underground cave systems. The
analysis of the results shows that participants made significantly fewer errors with either an increased FOR or
with the addition of head-tracked rendering. The results
also indicate that participants performed significantly
faster when the display provided both stereo and headtracked rendering. Additionally, the results show that the
condition with high FOR, head tracking, and stereo had
fewer errors than all other conditions, while the condition
with low FOR, no head tracking, and no stereo had the
overall worst average time (though this last difference
was not significant).
Achieving a greater understanding of how different
system features affect performance both individually and
in combination with other features will contribute to the
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design knowledge of how to select an appropriate VR
system for a given purpose. Controlling individual components of display or interaction fidelity on a single system provides a means of simulating the fidelity of other
display systems. The results of our study show that increasing the levels of fidelity for these components can
positively affect performance. By considering what highfidelity features are provided by different displays, we
interpret our results as evidence that both HMDs and
surrounding large-screen displays could improve performance over standard computer monitors. However,
because other factors vary among different displays (e.g.,
resolution, brightness, form factor), additional work is
needed to validate how well a given display setup can be
used to simulate other displays.
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